Principles governing auditory cortex connections.
Topographic maps are common constituents of the primary auditory, visual, and somatic sensory cortex. However, in most cortical areas, no such maps have yet been identified, posing a conceptual problem for theories of cortical function centered on topography. What principle guides the organization of these other areas? We investigated this issue in cat auditory cortex. The connectional topography of five tonotopic areas and eight non-tonotopic areas was assessed using retrograde tract tracing and quantified by three metrics: clustering, dispersion, and separation. Clustering measures the spatial density of labeled neurons, dispersion provides an index of their spread, and separation serves as a scaling metric. These parameters each show that all auditory cortical regions receive precise and equally topographic connections from thalamic, corticocortical, and commissural sources. This isotropic principle suggests a common substrate for coordinating communication across the cortex and may reflect common mechanisms related to the developmental patterning of connections. This unifying principle extends to auditory and prefrontal cortex, and perhaps to other neocortical areas.